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BY CHRISTINA MULLIGAN

Getting all hands
on deck with agile

Organizations hash out what works and what doesn’t
to leverage practices in all areas

“By and large people have a handle on team-level
agile,” said Lee Cunningham, director of enterprise
agile at VersionOne. “The next frontier is really how
do we take what works really well at the team level in
terms of quality, in terms of throughput, in terms of
the morale of the people; how do we get that in and
have that permeate our entire enterprise?”

Organizations who have implemented agile at the
team level have experienced improved time to mar-
ket, more predictability in costs and timelines, better
ability to engage users, and high retentions of devel-
opers, and now they want to see those benefits work

In any given industry, the world moves quickly, and
organizations need to be able to respond to changes
at any given moment. To do so, businesses are

reaching into their software departments and applying
an approach that has been proven to work: agile. Agile
has demonstrated itself at the team level, but organiza-
tions are looking to take the benefits you get from agile
teams and expand them to the enterprise. 

continued on page 44 >
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for the entire business, according to
Andrey Akselrod, cofounder and CTO
of Smartling. “Speed and quality of
product development is a significant
competitive advantage. Enterprises can
no longer avoid being agile if they want
to survive very competitive markets and
very tech-savvy competitors,” he said. 

According to Cunningham, although
departments such as HR, finance, mar-
keting and sales may not have the same
work as the software development
department, agile can still help with
their daily workflows. “They are really
dealing with the same things that your
software organization is dealing with,”
he said.

“They have more work than they can
possibly do in the time they are given,
things are changing, and the things that
they are being asked to do are often
ambiguous. They need to have some sys-
tematic way to think about their work.”

But scaling agile beyond the team
level is a lot harder than it is implement-
ing it into one department. According to
Christine Hudson, solutions manager at
Rally (a CA Technologies company), it
needs everyone in the entire organiza-
tion to be involved and on board, and
requires a lot of time, money and
resources. Organizations may shy away
from the approach because of the com-
plexity, but Hudson believes the benefits
are worth the risks. 

“The benefits of agile at scale are
beyond exceptional, and the costs of
standing still greatly outweigh the costs
of adoption,” she said. 

Are you ready to scale agile?
If you want to scale agile, you have to
have agile to scale in the first place,
according to VersionOne’s Cunning-
ham. He believes it is essential for an
organization to have success at the team
level before it can move beyond that. 

“An organization has to first under-
stand how agile works on a small scale,
because the way I look at scaling agile is
really taking those principles, those
things that work at the team level, and
just figuring out how to make them
work on a larger scale,” he said. 

In addition, since enterprise-level

agile requires participation from every-
one in the organization, everyone needs
to embrace it, and achieving that exec-
utive support and participation is
required. Executive support will help
solidify that movement to agile is the
right move, according to Cunningham.

“It is not only about an understand-
ing of the agile principles and mechan-
ics, but also the extent to which there is
a demonstrative willingness to embrace
it and to undergo the necessary organi-
zational change,” he said. “Those two
things are really good at indicating the
extent the organization is not only ready
to embark on something, but also [are]
a leading indicator on how successful
they might be.” 

Another good way to measure how
the company’s current business strategy
is performing can simply be by answer-
ing these questions: “How does work
flow to your teams? How far into the
future do you plan? Do you include
people from outside IT or engineering
in your planning? What happens if the

world changes after you plan?” said Ral-
ly’s Hudson. “And finally, you should ask
yourself if you can afford not to adopt
agile practices across your organization.
Are your current methods for working
keeping up with the rate of change and
disruption influencing you?”

The answers to these questions can
help gauge where the company is at
right now, but perhaps one of the most
important question an organization
should ask themselves is “Do you want
to keep your business alive in the 21st
century? If so, then you’re ready for
agile,” Hudson added.

Although Larry Maccherone, direc-
tor of analytics and research for Agile-
Craft, argues that an organization is
never really ready. “You’ll likely never
be as ready as you wish you were,” he
said. “The best course is to decide that
you are going to do it, and then essen-
tially do what you need to do to get
ready.”

Maccherone adds that more and
more organizations are seeing success
with “big bang” agile transformations. A
big bang agile approach consists of tak-
ing a leap and rolling out the deploy-
ment all at once, rather than the recom-
mended small start into scaling.

“You would likely need expert help
to take this approach, but it does offer
the quickest path to reaping the bene-
fits of scaled agile,” he said. 

Prerequisites for agile
While Maccherone doesn’t think organ-
izations will ever be completely pre-
pared to scale agile, there are some
basic principles and practices that can
make the transition smoother. 

According to Maccherone, there is a
critical stepping stone organizations
should use. “The first critical step is to
orient around the product or service
that you provide rather than the activi-
ties that the various workers perform,”
he said. To achieve this, organizations
should change their periodic planning
activities, and eliminate organization
obstacles to product or service orienta-
tion, according to Maccherone. 

“If the testers, analysts, UX and Ops
folks all think of themselves as working
for their functional manager rather

< continued from page 43

Every organization will have their own
unique failures and success, but accord-
ing to Larry Maccherone, director of
analytics and research for AgileCraft,
there are seven recurring themes in
agile failures. They include: 

1. Lack of executive commitment

2. Overly expensive or ineffective plan-
ning, alignment and steering activities

3. Inability to get a real-time single
source of truth for resource man-
agement, value planning and
progress reporting

4. Organizational structure obstacles
to orienting around the product or
service you provide rather than the
activities of the users

5. Mid-level and functional managers
failing to let go of their prior control
and accept a new role

6. Lack of team-level agility

7. Failure to plan out and acquire the
necessary training and resources to
accomplish the transformation

—Christina Mulligan

Top reasons agile
transformations fail
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than on an agile team that is focused on
a product initiative, you’ll never accom-
plish that first critical step,” he said. 

Since agile is based on the idea of
collaboration, communication is key
and is not something that organizations
can overlook when scaling their agile
efforts, according to Baruch
Sadogursky, developer advocate at
JFrog. 

“Agile is all about the communica-
tion and getting feedback. In order to
get rapid feedback, team members and
stakeholders need to be able to talk to
each other to explain the work, what
needs to be done, and what has already
been completed,” he said.

If communication channels are not
in place, then driving the agile message
across the organization is going to be
problematic, Sadogursky added. “Orga-
nizations need to put more efforts to
make the communication channels
open in order to maintain the flow of
information,” he said. 

Having a disconnected information
flow is often the source of failed roll-
outs at scale, according to Steve Elliott,

CEO and founder of AgileCraft. “With-
out a scaled agile platform in place to
provide transparency from top to bot-
tom and side to side—or said another
way, without transparency from enter-
prise to portfolio to program to team—
it is almost impossible to see progress
and target coaching across the enter-
prise. It’s also difficult to measure the
impact of the transformation or the val-
ue of the work being done during this
phase,” he said. 

Organizations should also make sure
they are open to an agile mindset,
according to Rally’s Hudson. “You need
to be prepared to question the efficacy
of your standard operating proce-
dures,” she said. “And you need a will-
ingness to inspect, adapt and improve
as you go.”

Other organizational and develop-
ment process changes that need to be in
place before scaling include moving
from a centralized command-and-con-
trol system to a decentralized system,
according to Smartling’s Akselrod. A
decentralized system can help teams
become more in tune with their product.

“On the development side, process-
es like Continuous Integration, log
monitoring, fully automated testing,
and push-button deployment must be
in place to make technology teams truly
agile,” he said.

Finally, organizations need to realize
that if they are going to embark on an
agile transformation, the transforma-
tion will never be completed. Accord-
ing to Hudson, an organization will nev-
er be 100% agile because there is
always going to be ways they can
improve.

“The minute you’re complacent is
the minute your competitors begin to
close the gap,” she said. “That said,
each iteration of the transformation is
finished. You bite off small chunks,
implement a step toward the desired
change, finish, and evaluate it—then
look at the results so you can determine
the next right step to implement. The
goals of enterprise-scale agile aren’t just
predictability, performance improve-
ments, quality improvements, and
increasing customer happiness; you also

continued on page 46 >
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need to strive to continuously
improve.”

While the task can never be com-
pleted, JFrog’s Sadogursky does note
that there is a point where organiza-
tions can say they are doing it correctly.
“Converting or adopting agile is a
process. It is not a task that can be com-
pleted,” he said. “We can definitely get
to some point when we say what we are
doing is correct, but it is a very long
process and includes joining the new
organization all the time, and making
the communication channels better.”

If an organization decides to scale
agile, they should expect a constant
state of learning and improving from
that point on, AgileCraft’s Maccherone
added. “The entire concept of agile is
about trying something out, and then
improving based upon feedback from
the real world.”

Major roadblocks standing in the way
Changing the thinking and workflow of
an entire organization is difficult, and
requires a lot of time, resources and
money. Organizations want all the ben-
efits of scaled agile, but not the costs
that comes with it. Those costs are a
major obstacle standing in the way of an
organization’s path toward success,
according to Smartling’s Akselrod. 

“It takes time and money that you
have to spend on the toolset, hiring a
DevOps team, implementing all the
software and practices enabling agile,”
he said.

Akselrod justifies the costs by believ-
ing it is an investment that is worth-
while, and is a matter of spending the
money or losing your business. “It really
comes down to a very simple equation:
Adopt agile or be destroyed by your
competition. It is as simple as that,” he
said. 

In order to make the costs worth-
while, organizations need to have
expectations set properly, which will
help determine their readiness to move
forward and guide them in terms of
those expectations, according to Ver-
sionOne’s Cunningham. “The last thing
that you want to happen is for a compa-
ny to make a big investment in coach-

ing, training and tooling, only to
become disillusioned a few months
down the road.” 

In addition to investments, organiza-
tions need to remember that agile is a
culture shift. Concentrating on the
tools and process too much, and forget-
ting about how this is going to impact
employees is usually what fails in a tran-
sition to agile, according to JFrog’s
Sadogursky. “When organizations just
blindly use the tools that were recom-
mended by some agile book without
actually explaining what they are trying
to achieve and what are the end goals,
that is 100% a recipe for failure,” he
said. Driving the message about what’s
really important—and deemphasizing
what’s less important—will help the
employees better understand the path
they are on, he added. 

“Agility requires a willingness to
adapt at enterprise scale, and it takes
courage to re-architect a whole business
system for speed, steering, and opportu-
nity capture,” said Rally’s Hudson. 

Sadogursky also believes organiza-
tions who want to take that big bang
approach will fail because it is easier to

start small and then scale from there.
“A more granular or step-by-step
approach is more successful, because
when you start with smaller teams, you
can actually explain what they are trying
to do, [and] you can monitor the
process and get feedback,” he said.

VersionOne’s Cunningham went on
to explain that an organization first
needs to understand how fast they can
absorb change before jumping too
quickly into anything. “You are not only
transforming the way people think
about work, or do their work,” he said.

In the end, agile will help an organi-
zation be more responsive, more in
tune with customers and competitors,
and do things much more efficiently
with less waste and less defects. 

“You may have heard the quote that
‘Culture eats strategy for breakfast.’ Well,
execution eats strategy for breakfast,
lunch and dinner.” said
Maccherone. “Agility
means being able to
change your strategy to
fit your most recent
understanding of the
market.” z

< continued from page 45

There are many flavors of agile: lean, Kanban, Scrum, and custom-made ones organ-
izations build from their previous methodologies. According to said Lee Cunningham,
director of enterprise agile at VersionOne, there is no wrong approach; organizations
just have to decide what works best for them. 

“Even at the high level of the organization, they may be borrowing some practices
from XP, some from Scrum and blending them and kind of putting them together in a
method that works well for them,” he said. 

Agile refers to methodologies built on iterative development. Focuses on collabo-
ration and cross-functional teams. 

Kanban aims to provide continuous collaboration, visualization, limited amount of
work in progress, and ongoing learning.  

Lean focuses on delivering value to customers, eliminating waste, and providing
fast delivery cycles, rapid feedback, and continuous learning. 

Scrum is a lightweight framework that focuses on short iterations and team col-
laboration for quickly solving complex problems. 

XP, also known as Extreme Programming, is designed for communication, feed-
back, simplicity, small releases, simple design, pair programming, test-driven develop-
ment, refactoring, collective code ownership, and sustainable pace. 

Cunningham also notes that while organizations will take different approaches, a
high-level approach should have more lean workflows and principles in place. “Lean
agile is really more than having visibility into the workflow, limiting the work to the
actual capacity, and forcing prioritization and decision-making up the line,” he said.
“It also helps the enterprise as a whole have a really better feel on where they need
to make investment, where they need to allocate or periodically reallocate people.” z

—Christina Mulligan

Choosing a methodology

Read this story on
sdtimes.com
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be achieved simply by team-level agili-
ty. In many cases team-level agility is
stifled by the rest of the organization
continuing to work as before. This is
exemplified when we examine the rea-
sons cited for Agile failures. Many indi-
viduals and teams assert that Agile
failed in their environment because the
culture was at odds with core Agile val-
ues, lack of management support, or

lack of support for cultural transition.
How should organizations choose the

right approach?

As I said, it really depends on the
needs of the organization at a given
point in time. Which is more impor-
tant: responsiveness or efficiency? You
can ask the following questions to help
you understand:
● Does the organization view respon-

siveness as a differentiator?
● To what extent is our future charac-

terized by:
• high uncertainty?
• high levels of innovation vs. main-

tenance?
• stochastic demand?

● Is the organization planning or
undergoing a major pivot or shift?

● Does first-to-market matter for our
business?
If your answers are more on the

“effectiveness” side, a more top-down
Agile process, where one way of work-

ing is rolled out to many teams at once
with a few coaches, may be sufficient. 

If your answers to these questions are
leaning more toward the “responsive-
ness” side, you should consider a bot-
tom-up or mixed top-bottom approach
to scaling Agile. 
What needs to be considered for follow-

ing a mixed top-bottom approach?

We recommend a combination of a top-
down approach with leadership buy-in,

alongside teams working the way that
suits them. You need to focus on creat-
ing value, and spreading awareness
within your organization that creating
value is more important than pushing
out “Agile” processes. 

You need to create the right environ-
ments for teams and their organization-
al structures to create value within the
Agile organization. The principles to
create such an environment and to fol-
low a mixed top-bottom approach to
scaling Agile are:
● Leadership buy-in: Management

must understand the goals of the
organization. They should communi-
cate goals consistently and often to
the rest of the organization. They
should ensure that work is discussed
in terms of value delivered, and that
they allow everyone to easily see how
they fit into achieving that goal. 

● Support autonomy: Teams should
be allowed to create, inspect and

adapt their own processes. They
should be encouraged to learn best
practices and continue to create a
process that allows them to deliver
their best to the organization, and to
encourage and empower teams to
create their own way of working to
deliver value and meet goals.

● Encourage collaboration: Agile
teams should be collaborative—not
just among team members, which is a
given, but between teams as well.
Once the shared goals are clear, it is
much easier for independent teams
to work together to achieve them.

● Standardize only what is impor-
tant: Standards are a bit of a conflict
in Agile. They impede creativity,
which should make you want to limit
them, but some standardization can
help scale your agility by helping your
organization understand the big pic-
ture and therefore, allowing it to
effectively respond to change. 

As a final thought, can you recommend

any processes over others to scale

Agile throughout the enterprise?

There is no one way to scale Agile. In
order to find the right way for your
organization, you need to understand
what you are trying to achieve and cre-
ate a process that works to deliver that
outcome. If you’re more concerned
with cutting costs or efficiency, then
maybe a more regimented Agile frame-
work that supports regular, predictable
delivery such as SAFe is the best
approach for you. If you really need to
be adaptive and responsive to industry
trends, then a more lean approach to
Agile would work better. And as you
bring Agile to the organization, don’t
forget to give your teams the tools they
need to be successful too: goals, mini-
mal and clear standards, autonomy and
the ability to organize themselves into
collaborative networks delivering orga-
nizational goals. z

Don’t scale Agile before asking these questions
< continued from page 49
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As organizations seek faster time-
to-market releases of the soft-
ware necessary to stay ahead of

the competition, new solutions that
enable the business to create applica-
tions without the need for IT to get
involved are starting to emerge.

As with all things, of course, there
are several angles from which to
approach this need. Some platforms
aim at what are being called citizen
developers: business analysts or mar-
keting folks who can do small, depart-
ment application compilations such as
for workflows, forms and the like.

Other platforms are actually made
for developers, to help them speed
along the more mundane development

tasks so the bulk of their time is adding
business value. These solutions, which
have evolved from the Rapid Applica-
tion Development tooling from at least
a decade ago, aim to make developers
more productive.

But regardless of approach, one thing
is clear: Low-code solutions will not
replace developers. In fact, they could
give them even more to do, according to
the experts interviewed for this article.

Paulo Rosado, CEO of RAD plat-
form provider OutSystems, looks at typ-
ical businesses and sees a spectrum of
skill sets. “At the one end you have the
citizen developer/Excel power user,
and at the other end you have the uber-
geek, Stanford/MIT graduate doing
complex development,” he said.

“What we’ve noticed is software

managed by low-code platforms evolves
and becomes so large that you hit the
competence wall of Visual Basic/Access
developers. The application grows, the
number of integrations increases, the
complexity increases, and now you
need to do real software engineering.”

Derek Roos prefers to call the citi-
zen developer a “business engineer.”
Roos, CEO of Mendix (which has creat-
ed a RAD platform in the cloud), said,
“People entering the workforce today
are not uncomfortable with technolo-
gy,” noting that in previous generations,
business people would not even think
to jump in and build an application on
their own. Mendix, he said, wants to
enable businesses to speed up their
time to market for new multi-channel,

LOW-CODE
SOLUTIONS

Empowering businesspeople
to make their own applications

continued on page 54 >
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multi-device applications that are pri-
marily user-facing but integrated with
back-end systems. He said the platform
is meant to facilitate cross-functional
teams (business and IT) to build appli-
cations quickly.

Solutions such as these had often
lived in the dark corners of “shadow IT,”
where small, departmental teams create
quick-and-dirty apps. “Shadow IT, or
rogue IT, has been seen as a bad thing,
but should be seen as a positive,” Roos
said. “A strategic platform can make
business more agile and competitive.”

OutSystems’ Rapid Application
Delivery Platform is meant to put IT at
ease by allowing control to remain
there. “Shadow IT is always a pain for
IT, because IT ends up getting things
that are not maintainable, because the
tool cannot evolve with the software,”
Rosado said. “You need IT buy-in [for
low-code solutions], because ultimately
they’re the ones who will end up man-
aging these types of platforms” and the
applications created in them.

The platform, Rosado said, is a mod-
el-driven toolset integrated with the
back-end systems that works out of the
box with OutSystems’ cloud platform.
“So you can do QA, staging and deploy-
ment right from the platform. IT
installs it, and will start using it out of
our cloud to do iterative development,”
he said.

Rosado noted the platform facili-
tates very fast iteration cycles. “When
the code stabilizes, then you stage it to
a production environment with one-
click staging, and all elements of the
app get deployed,” he said. Once
deployed, the platform will measure
latency on the client and server sides,
and when issues are detected, you can
troubleshoot to find the component
that’s the culprit and complete cycles to
change the code within minutes, he
added.

For Mendix, speed
is a byproduct of its
platform, not the end.
“It’s about agility and
collaboration between
business and IT,” Roos
said. z

When developers hear “low-code solution,” a chill runs down their spines as
they envision having to correct and maintain Frankenstein creations built by—
gulp!—businesspeople who wouldn’t know a line of code from a plate of
spaghetti.

Yet OutSystems’ CEO Paulo Rosado believes it is possible to convince devel-
opers that these platforms can in fact make them more productive.

The main objections developers have to these kinds of platforms are:

• Fear of losing control of their code

• Getting locked in to a vendor and a platform

• The ability to do complex work

• The power and openness of the platform

Rosado said developers will be more accepting of a low-code platform if
they can see the underlying code that’s been abstracted away for their conven-
ience, and if they can be sure the platform is powerful enough to handle big,
complex applications and integrations beyond the simple workflows and forms.
“To gain IT acceptance,” he said, “the platform needs to be open and powerful,
and developers have to feel that they are not locked into boxes they can’t get
out of.” z

—David Rubinstein
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Overcoming developer fear

< continued from page 53

Read this story on
sdtimes.com

Developers want openness in low-code solutions, says OutSystems’ Rosado.
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What are your non-technical
staffers working on? The Intuit-
sponsored 2015 “State of Citizen
Development Report” found
workers are creating their own
apps to gain efficiency, to get it
done more quickly, and actually
consider creating apps as part of
their jobs.

“True citizen development is
here now,” said Jeff Prus, direc-
tor of product management for
Intuit QuickBase. “The way
people work is changing. Gone
are the days where employees
will sit back and wait for IT to
help them develop a solution.
Instead, they want to do it them-
selves. What that means is indi-
viduals without any formal cod-
ing skills are actively building
apps on their own. According to
the research, 68% of respon-
dents consider developing apps
part of their day job, yet only 8%
of respondents have a traditional
coding skill set.”

Citizen development often
scares developers, though,
because they fear work—and
perhaps their jobs—will be tak-
en away from them. Prus dis-
missed this. “That’s not to say
IT is left out of the picture. In
fact, we found that 75% of IT
builders developed the founda-
tion of their company’s apps,
leaving the last mile of the apps
to the citizen developers,” said
Prus. “This allows each person
to play to their strengths. IT
serves as a strategic advisor for
the business to ensure the apps
created are scalable, secure and
compliant, while business users
can focus on solving the chal-
lenges at hand and customizing
the app to fit their business
processes exactly.” z

—David Rubinstein

The state of citizen development
Intuit tracks how many workers make their own apps

Citizen Development transcends simply utilizing a platform
to create Web and mobile apps to save time. It’s about 
inviting non-coders outside of IT to take a bit of the work off
your shoulders—especially the last mile where challenges
and requirements are unique to their jobs and skills.

Source: 2015 State of Citizen Development Report, Intuit, 
148 respondents
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n Adobe: Adobe Muse CC is a Web-
design software tool, available through
Adobe Creative Cloud, for creating and
publishing custom websites for desktop
and mobile devices that meet the latest
Web standards, without writing code. The
latest updates to Muse include instant
access to premium fonts from Typekit,
integration with images
from Adobe Stock, and
updates coming soon that
will add free-form responsive
design capabilities for dynamic
scaling designs for any size
screen, browser or device,
without code or restrictive
templates.

n Alpha Software: Alpha Software
products deliver significant productivity
gains to developers of all levels building
cross-platform mobile and Web business
apps. Alpha Anywhere is a front-end and
back-end, low-code, rapid mobile applica-
tion development and deployment envi-
ronment. Alpha Anywhere applications
showcase built-in offline capability, exten-
sive data integration and advanced secu-
rity. Developers and business leaders in
thousands of organizations across a hun-
dred countries have used Alpha Software
products to cost-effectively deploy enter-
prise applications with outstanding user
experiences.

n Appcelerator: The Appcelerator Plat-

form provides low-code solutions for both
client (app) and back-end (API) mobile
development. App Designer enables drag-
and-drop creation of native, cross-plat-
form mobile apps. Arrow Builder delivers
mobile-optimized, fully documented APIs
for any data source via a visual design
wizard. Both capabilities work bi-direc-
tionally, meaning that users can switch
between visual or programmatic develop-
ment, with both source code and designs
kept automatically in sync.

n AppGyver: Composer 2 is an end-to-
end visual builder for creating smart apps
around business data. Building apps is
simple: import data, visually create the UI
from interactive features, select smart
rules to automate tasks, then publish and
distribute. The platform also offers the

option to expand
resulting apps with
custom HTML5 mod-
ules, cloud code and
custom data connec-
tors. Composer 2 is
cloud-based and

completely free to start using.

n App Press: App Press is a Web-based
mobile authoring solution used to create,
deploy and manage apps. It offers a serv-
ice that makes code-free, cross-platform
mobile app development as easy as main-
taining a website. With a range of plans
for individuals to enterprises, App Press
helps customers tell their mobile story.

n Intuit: QuickBase offers the only low-
code platform purpose-built for Citizen
Development. The modern Rapid Applica-
tion Development platform empowers
front-line business stakeholders to initiate
and self-develop no-code applications to
help drive business efficiency and agility
within their organizations. QuickBase
helps unify IT and business users to opti-
mize the application development and
delivery processes while offering citizen
developers the freedom to build and inno-
vate new applications with a right-sized
level of governance required by IT.

n iRise: iRise takes a unique approach to
product definition and delivery. Its plat-

form combines text requirements and
user stories with interactive prototyping
and code generation. This allows develop-
ers and stakeholders to experience, test
and validate what was built to ensure the
best solution. iRise also integrates with
the leading ALM tools, so the require-
ments-management process is end-to-
end. And when it comes time to develop,
developers can generate code to jump-

start the process. The development team
also has the hi-fidelity prototype to refer-
ence as a “blueprint” for what to build.
The end result is better software pro-
duced in less time.

n KeyedIn: The KeyedIn Konfigure aPaaS

uses a simple drag-and-drop environment
that enables users to create forms and data
models quickly and efficiently to develop
enterprise-level applications. Konfigure
automatically builds databases, interfaces
and relationships, and users can create
workflow steps to automate processes,
manage tasks and add business rules to
applications. Once created, custom applica-
tions are quickly deployed to the cloud with
no need to manage servers or upload files.

n Mendix: Mendix helps organizations
drive digital innovation through a bimodal
IT strategy. Its unified application Platform

as a Service (aPaaS) empowers customers
to bring new digital products to market,
delight online users, educate global popula-
tions, and reinvent themselves by develop-
ing and deploying applications at the speed
of ideas. Mendix’s application platform uses
visual models to abstract away from techni-
cal details so that users can focus on Rapid
Application Development and delivery.

n ViziApps: ViziApps is the only mobile
platform that enables the use of existing
office software skills to visually create the
user experience, task navigation, native
device feature use, and back-end access
to 40+ data types for their business
mobile apps without coding. App features
can be easily extended with JavaScript
and HTML5. An enterprise-grade platform
with partners such as AT&T, Apperian,
Google, Intuit, Red Hat and
Salesforce.com, mobile apps are created
in one tenth of the time of coding. z

A guide to low-code offerings
n FEATURED PROVIDER n

OutSystems Platform is the world’s leading Rapid Application Deliv-
ery platform for the enterprise—meticulously designed, engineered and crafted to move
at the speed of today’s digital business. It is the fastest and most comprehensive plat-
form to create, deploy, change, and manage custom mobile and Web applications—deliv-
ered seamlessly across all devices. Available as a cloud or on-premises solution with

deep integration to all existing systems and an open architecture, OutSystems
manages the complete application life cycle of large portfolios at more

than 500 enterprise organizations in 25 countries across 22 industries.

OutSystems:
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Guest View
BY ADAM SEREDIUK

It’s often easier to talk about what NoOps isn’t
than what it is.
It doesn’t mean you fire your Operations team.

It doesn’t mean the end of Operations, or that
Operations is dead.

DevOps is an important incremental step
toward something more than a focus on process,
tools and people. Almost all of the problems the
DevOps movement tries to solve are based on the
idea that the development, deployment and relia-
bility of software are very different things. Most
DevOps strategies focus only on Operations as a
bottleneck, but fail to consider how Development
could make software more operationally friendly,
or how that software might work in production.

With NoOps, developers deploy and scale their
own code and apply equal importance to accept-
ance criteria. It’s not “done” until it’s in production

with Continuous Delivery, met-
rics and monitoring. It’s a system
designed to operate as a whole,
as a single artifact.

NoOps is based on the belief
that the operation, development
and delivery of software are
equally important. Sometimes

referred to as the “You build it, you run it” model,
NoOps brings developers in close contact with the
day-to-day operation of their software—and the
responsibilities that come with that.

Can’t we all just get along?
The approach is sometimes criticized for putting
more responsibility back to Development and leav-
ing Operations to do... just what, exactly?

I beg to differ. The criticism is based on the idea
that Development and Operations are separate to
begin with, or that Operations just doesn’t want to
deal with software. In reality, NoOps is based on
the notion of “No Operators.” Modern software
shouldn’t need operators to run and maintain it.
Classic operations summon images of operators
changing tapes on reel-to-reel nine-track tape
machines while operating the software and hard-
ware, and generally being the human interface. Yet
many Operations teams still behave this way even
if they don’t realize it!

A NoOps-focused organization aligns all the

operational aspects of software as part of Develop-
ment. An agile organization’s acceptance criteria
include the deployment of the software and the
operational aspects, such as monitoring, metrics
and Continuous Delivery. They make the tools and
infrastructures readily available for Development
to deliver higher-quality software and build it as a
system, not just a collection of parts.

At xMatters, Operations has built deployment
tools and frameworks to utilize services, such as
infrastructure and monitoring, as part of our
NoOps approach. This enables Dev and Ops alike
to write services that automatically get the benefit
of being deployable (including the infrastructure).
These toolsets are included like libraries and wrap-
pers to perform those functions. This puts the
deployment and monitoring code directly with the
application codebase so it can be tested and pro-
moted through the environments by anyone.

As part of DevOps, we have embedded Opera-
tions engineers into Development teams and devel-
opers into Operations, so they can utilize these
frameworks and tools as area experts. They work
with these teams directly, providing instant and con-
stant feedback from both viewpoints. This aligns the
teams and provides for simplified resourcing.

Ironically, this makes Operations even more
operational. The modern Operations team is actu-
ally a service-oriented extension of the Develop-
ment team. Modern Operations teams can develop
monitoring as a service, logging as a service, and
other services that other teams can easily integrate
with. Want distributed logging? Add this hook.
They’re writing deployment frameworks and serv-
ices everyone can consume, and are taking an agile
approach to delivering core services as software.

Therein lies part of the challenge: Classic sys-
tem administrators aren’t well versed in develop-
ment approaches such as the languages, processes
and often even agile methodologies. And the
reverse is true: Developers aren’t well versed in
operational approaches. It’s turning Operations
into developers and it’s turning developers into
Operations, bringing the Operational aspects of
software into the spotlight. It doesn’t leave these
items to chance and brings everyone together.

At the very least, NoOps is a conversation
starter. z

How to create a successful NoOps team
Adam Serediuk is
director of operations 
for xMatters.

With NoOps, developers

deploy and scale their code

and apply equal importance

to acceptance criteria.

Read this story on
sdtimes.com
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Analyst View
BY AL HILWA

In a previous column, I discussed the important
shift taking place toward microservices and pro-

vided a characterization of the key aspects of this
new architectural approach. Here I discuss the fac-
tors that will help enterprises transition to a
microservices approach to software development.

Culture and skill: Evaluate your organization’s
culture and skill and make any necessary changes
before starting. Enterprises need to look at cultural
tolerance for risk and failure, then make changes in
structure, responsibility and authority. Specific
skills around APIs, open-source tools and modern
DevOps practices are essential ingredients to the
success of a microservices initiative.

Tools: Microservices are only possible because
of the rapid evolution in build automation tools,
testing automation, and the abundance of frame-
works over the last decade. The absorption of agile
into modern software development is also a key
factor. It goes without saying that teams using a
microservices approach must have a solid Contin-
uous Integration/Continuous Delivery workflow
anchored in a solid implementation of CI tools.

Tools spanning collaborative development,
deployment configuration management and appli-
cation performance analytics are also key ingredi-
ents. Strong microservices teams have to overcome
any aversion to experimenting with new or open-
source tools. Microservices can be hard to manage
because of their sprawling distribution. Building
the infrastructure to fully support a microservices
architecture may be tantamount to the buildout of
a complete PaaS and IaaS layer, and you should
leverage public or private cloud systems.

Developer infrastructure: Effective microser-
vices delivery relies on decentralization and decou-
pling between the teams working on the services. At
the same time, standardization on tool chains
enables efficiencies in rolling out new services and
for developers moving between projects and teams.

What should be standardized and what DevOps
workflows should be used have to be negotiated as
the environment scales up. The early adopters of
microservices have tended to standardize to a great
degree on tooling across teams, and they have a sep-
arate developer infrastructure group that manages
the developer tooling stack. Given the low maturity
and open-source nature of many of the tools used in

modern microservices, the skill needed for develop-
ers and DevOps specialists who manage the devel-
oper infrastructure should not be underestimated.

Greenfields: Choose a microservices approach
for new opportunities, rather than a modernization
effort involving the re-architecting of existing sys-
tems. Research favors the use of microservices
architectures that are organically built.

In re-architecting systems, sizing services proper-
ly can be difficult. The practices around taking sys-
tems and applying microservices architectures are
still evolving and are thus riskier to undertake. This
means finding new initiatives, often around some
aspect of the enterprise transformation agenda. 

Incremental: Proceed with an incremental
service rollout. Avoid launching too many services
at once, and be aware that you may have to change
course on short notice. While certain services may
be straightforward to design and
implement, the overall microser-
vices architecture can be com-
plex and hard to manage at first.

Performance: While there
are challenges in designing high-
quality software systems, per-
formance is often the hardest to
solve in microservices environments. Microser-
vices architecture is distributed and operates
across networks. This means that system functions
that might have historically resided inside of the
same address space, or run on the same machine,
now have to work across network connections and
API boundaries.

The importance of this depends on the function
and implementation, but it also depends on the abil-
ity to use caching layers and optimizations in API-
management layers and other components. Strong
network architecture expertise is important.

Microservices architecture is not the solution to
every IT problem, and with the current state of
knowledge, it should be employed on the right
projects. The above checklist should help enter-
prises moving in the direction of microservices
tackle it with a higher degree of success.

This column is based on the recently released
IDC Report, “The Emergence of Microservices as
a New Architectural Approach to Building New
Software Systems” (IDC #256906, June 2015). z

Al Hilwa is program
director of application
development software

research at IDC.

Microservices teams have to

overcome any aversion to

experimenting with new or

open-source tools.

Read this story on
sdtimes.com

A microservices architecture checklist
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